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1. Introduction 
 
What voting arrangements would people choose if they knew that they would be part of an 
electorate, but had no knowledge of what their circumstances would be in that electorate? 
 
This question arises from the concept of the “Original Position” in the works of the political 
philosopher John Rawls. He supposes that fair arrangements in a just society can best be 
decided by imagining a “Veil of Ignorance” so that no-one can know how the decisions will 
affect them. 
 
Rawls establishes that there should be equal rights and opportunities for voters in a 
democratic society, but does not, as far as I know, consider specific electoral systems. He 
does argue for public financing of elections and political discussion. 
 
We can look at the various methods of election of representatives, both groups and 
individuals, and try to be detached from results as they affect ourselves in our known 
situations. We do not know what economic, demographic, or cultural group we will occupy, so 
the system chosen must be fair to all groups. We must also look at fairness between voters 
and people seeking election. 
 
What should be the concerns of voters? They will require adequate information, a high 
probability that there will be a satisfactory range of choice, the confidence that they can tell 
the truth in their vote, and that their vote will be as significant in the outcome as a single vote 
should be. They should know that the criteria by which they vote are not imposed on them. 
 
For candidates, their concerns should be secondary to those of the voters, but they should 
not be excluded from standing for election by arbitrary rules. 
 
Throughout this inquiry, we must be aware of the danger of deriving a result from one’s own 
views – in my case an attachment to STV and an antipathy to most if not all political parties. 
 
I have not included definitions of the well known systems. 
 
2. Rawls’ Theory 
 
A brief summary of the important concepts in Rawls’ Theory: 
 
The Original Position 
 
The imagined situation where the people who will compose a society decide on a social 
contract which will determine just and fair laws and conventions. Rawls holds that the 
Contracting Parties would choose a liberal democracy; in this case we try to extend this to the 
precise conduct of elections in that democracy.  
 
The Veil of Ignorance 
 
So that the Contracting Parties cannot be influenced by special pleading, Rawls proposes 
that, in the imagined situation, the Contracting Parties know nothing of their position in the 
society or the details, economic and historic, of that society, and are limited to general 
information about humanity, economics, and institutions. 
 
Principles of Justice 
 
Each person has a right to basic liberties, compatible with similar basic liberties for everyone. 
 
Inequalities in society can only be justified to the extent that they benefit those worst off in 
that society. 
 
Opportunities for inequalities that are acceptable under the second principle must be fairly 
available to everyone. 
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3. Voting for a Representative Assembly 
 
There are somewhat varying types of representative assembly in democracies. The Congress 
of the USA is distinct in its structure from the Parliament of the United Kingdom. For the 
purposes of this inquiry we shall concentrate on elections to national government in the 
United Kingdom, and not consider what would emerge from the Original Position if a full 
constitution were to be designed.  
 
The crucial questions here are: to what extent would those in the Original Position be 
concerned about minorities, and to what extent should the existence of political parties be 
acknowledged. 
 
Economic and demographic minorities will clearly need adequate voices – anyone, perhaps 
most people, may be part of one. Cultural and psychological differences are a slightly 
different case, if only because it is hard to imagine having a different personality, but the 
minorities defined by culture, outlook, and, most important, state of health should be given 
their appropriate voice 
 
The electoral system must not disadvantage any group, and must be one which does not 
further disadvantage the worst off. 
 
The chosen system should be one where tactical voting is unnecessary, and the voter should 
not find any motive for voting for any candidate other than the one they most prefer. 
Voters should also be confident that one, at least, of the representatives chosen should have 
views more or less corresponding to their own. 
 
The role of political parties would be a concern. The Veil of Ignorance gives no assurance 
that any party existing at any time would satisfy a voter. Therefore the chosen system would 
have to be flexible enough to accommodate diverse and unforeseen outlooks. 
 
Would the Contracting Parties be likely to endorse the concept of a political party? If political 
parties are embedded, formally or by convention, in an electoral system, then there must a 
doubt whether people have fair access to the opportunity of election. Each party will have a 
way of determining its candidates, and unless this is open to the entire electorate, it must 
restrict access. However, it may be that they will allow the formation of parties as a 
convenient way of classifying the outlook of candidates, although they will not know whether 
or how that classification will emerge. 
 
Actually it will not be necessarily possible to say that any specific electoral system will be 
chosen, but we can look at the various options and find whether people would choose them 
from behind the Veil of Ignorance 
 
In the United Kingdom the Government is embedded in, and determined by the Parliament. 
This results in conflicting criteria. Do the Contracting Parties devise a system to result in an 
acceptable Government or an acceptable Parliament? Without changing the constitution there 
may be no obvious resolution of this dilemma. Nevertheless the body being elected 
(currently) is the House of Commons, and the Contracting Parties can, in this case, only 
determine the rules for that election. 
 
They will be concerned to achieve (indirectly) an effective government that does not diminish 
the worst off in society, among whom they may find themselves. We see from time to time 
appeals for strong government, which, it is implied, requires a partisan majority in parliament, 
even when there was no supporting majority in the electorate. How attractive would this 
appeal be to the Contracting Parties? They would, I think, consider that any parliament not 
supported by a majority of voters might well not reflect the interests of groups in which they 
would find themselves. They would also, I think be even more wary of a one party state, even 
an implicit or temporary one. The dominance of a single view would not be something to be 
welcomed unless the Contracting Parties were sure (which by definition they could not be) 
that they shared that view. 
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A further argument for at least approximate proportionality is that systems likely to deliver 
absolute majorities without a majority of electoral support can deliver that majority to a group 
that simply suspends the electoral process. 
 
(Some speculation here, is it possible to characterise the likely proportions of distinct views 
with a population? I am not aware of any research, but – a pure guess - successive minorities 
tend to be each the same proportion of the remainder. Why ask? How many outlooks should 
the Contracting Parties realistically suppose that they might sensibly take account of? Around 
six?) 
 
4. Electoral Systems 
 
At this point we must examine some existing and proposed systems. There are arguments for 
and against all them; we have to be persuaded that these arguments would convince 
Contracting Parties in the Original Position. 
 
First Past The Post (FPTP) 
 
The case for FPTP is that it elects a single representative for each constituency, so that the 
voter knows who represents them, and that it results, usually, in an assembly with a clear 
majority for one competing group. 
 
Some reservations from behind the Veil of Ignorance: 
 
How will the electorate be divided into (presumably geographical) constituencies? What is a 
fair division, given that partisan interests could manipulate this division. 
 
Will this division result in constituencies where the result is virtually certain?  
 
Will the predominance of particular views, coupled with an overriding hostility to one or other 
view, result in voters not selecting their first choice?  
 
Will the electoral process be dominated by political parties? To what extent will concerns 
independent of partisan allegiance be reflected? 
 
Although FPTP is mostly stable, producing a rough alternation between two predominant 
views, it can, on occasion, result in the catastrophic elimination of the representation of a view 
which retains a significant but disenfranchised group of voters. 
 
Whatever its attractions for politicians in a dominant group, I think that the Contracting Parties 
would look for a different system from FPTP. 
 
Party List systems 
 
Although there appears to be an inherent restriction of choice and access in systems which 
are based on political parties, there are mechanisms for introducing choice. 
 
A simple list system - where the voter just picks a party, and candidates are elected from a list 
in order according to an algorithm designed to give proportionality – requires the construction 
of a list. The Contracting Parties might accept the choice, although they would have to fix 
their vote on a single party, but would anticipate having no say in the making of the list. 
 
List systems can be modified, either by combining them with a constituency based election, or 
by enabling voters to have the specific choice of a name on the list. However, these 
modifications do still compel the voter to express a party preference. 
 
I believe that the Contracting Parties will always prefer systems that enable more rather than 
fewer criteria to be used, especially as they cannot know what those criteria may be. 
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A Counterfactual Example 
 
I shall throw in a example of a fictional system designed to produce a Prime Minister with a 
clear majority, a Leader of the Opposition with adequate support, and a voice for minorities. 
 
The election consists of a countrywide vote for party leaders, using FPTP. The winning leader 
gets to nominate 350 MPs; the second placed leader gets to nominate 250 MPs. Leaders in 
lower places get to nominate as many MPs as their percentage of the vote (rounded down) – 
which cannot total more than 100 MPs in the most pathologically extreme result. 
 
(Were this a serious proposal, I would add voting for the Prime Minister by the Alternative 
Vote and allocating minority groups by their first preference percentages.) 
 
This system yields results that we are told, by partisan politicians, are desirable; but I am sure 
it would not be adopted in practice, or favoured by the Contracting Parties. And the reasons 
for its rejection suggest to me precisely why many more realistic systems would not be 
favoured. It ensures partisan control and removes the selection of individuals in the 
parliament or assembly from the voter. 
 
Single Transferable Vote (STV)  
 
The Contracting Parties will see many features of STV, which they may regard as advantages 
over other systems. 
 
They will be able to use any criterion they feel to be relevant when placing candidates in order 
of preference. 
 
They will be able to tell the truth when voting. 
 
They will virtually always have a elected representative with whom they are likely to identify. 
 
Predominating views will be represented, in close proportion to their proportion in the 
electorate. 
 
Substantial minority views will be represented, and by the most attractive proponent of that 
view. 
 
Candidates higher on a voter’s list of preferences will never have their final vote affected by 
votes for a candidate placed lower, the preference is strict. 
 
One objection to transfer systems (popular with politicians) is to transferred votes being 
transferred at full value. This in some way supposes that people who have expressed a less 
popular view should be penalised if they give a further opinion. The Contracting Parties will 
resist this on the clear ground that they are not unlikely to find themselves in such a minority. 
 
I see no reason why the Contracting Parties would not choose STV, unless there were a 
better system. 
 
Choosing STV would need a little resolution of details, the most important being constituency 
size. Too small and the system become less responsive to significant minorities; too large 
and the system can become unwieldy. I would guess that five or six would be likely to satisfy 
the Contracting Parties, but this is worth further thought. 
 
One variant on STV that the Contracting Parties might consider is for eliminated candidates to 
choose where to transfer their votes, and for elected candidates to choose where to transfer 
their surplus. It is not clear whether this would prove attractive. 
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5. Voting for an Executive Individual 
 
It is not clear to me whether the detachment of the Original Position would favour a 
separation of the executive from the legislature. However, there are many such positions in 
many countries, presidents, governors, mayors, that are elected individually. Also, within a 
partisan system, the choice of party leaders and candidates may require the election of 
individuals. 
 
The concern for the voter is two-fold: who do they want, and who they most emphatically do 
not want. 
 
In this case I would argue that the simplification of STV to the Alternative Vote (AV) is not 
ideal, and a better system would be sought by the Contracting Parties. The crucial difficulty is 
that the concerns of electors for a single post may be to express their dislike of one or more 
candidates (overriding their approval of others), and AV is not suited to expressing exclusion. 
 
I have added a proposal for one such system in an appendix. 
 
6 Conclusion 
 
Rawls himself was an American, where the constitution is different from that of the UK. We 
should not suppose that these ideas represent what he would have thought, rather they are 
an attempt to apply the principles he set out to elections in general and, more specifically, to 
elections in the United Kingdom. 
 
It is not always obvious what people might conclude behind the Veil of Ignorance, and the 
precise level of ignorance requires careful definition. The most important point is that the 
Contracting Parties have no knowledge of their own position in the electorate, or even of their 
own disposition towards potential candidates. 
 
I have concluded that STV would be found acceptable, but this may just be the conclusion 
that I wanted in the first place. It would be valuable to know if sound reasons for other 
systems could be devised given these premises. 
 
Rawls’ works are very rich, and it is surely the case that many more of his ideas might find 
application, to electoral theory. I would point out his concepts of Reflective Equilibrium, and 
Public Reason.   
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Appendix – The Extended Alternative Vote 
 
The Extended Alternative Voting system requires voters to place outcomes in order of 
preference. Outcomes are the election of a candidate or the exclusion of a candidate.  
 
The election proceeds by looking at first preferences so that, for each candidate there will be 
a score – votes for minus votes against. The candidate with lowest score, which will in all 
probability be negative, is eliminated, and their votes are reallocated according to the 
outcomes they give as second preferences. This process continues until one candidate 
emerges. 
 
This system reflects the reality of preference and opinion when selecting an individual rather 
than one of a group. Would it find favour with the Contracting Parties (not to mention real 
voters)? 
 
 
John Bennett, 28th July, 2015 


